Using Robot Programming to Foster Learning Capability
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Abstract- There is growing need in programming capability. However, recent studies in Norway highlights that there is a rather a lack of available competences in programming skill in the job market. One reason is due to the lack of enthusiasms of students to undertake studies in computer programming. One way to overcome this issue is to make this kind of education more appealing to high school student by developing an online remote educational system. The aim of our project is to provide a motivating environment to learn programming by moving a small robot placed in a room at the University lab. Students will learn to program by testing in real time the movement of the robots. The paper discusses how a remote programming lab can foster learning capability by providing an entertaining environment. After introducing some concepts of constructivist learning, the paper presents a prototype of the learning solution. Based on an assessment of the usage of this remote programming solution, the paper discusses the issues and concepts of such learning system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The numbers of students attracted to computer science engineering is sharply decreasing. For example, a 2003 Harris poll conducted in the U.S. shows that only 2 percent of first-year university students (and less than 1 percent of young women) want to major in computer science [1]. This alarming trend is as well seen in Norway. The last couple of years, the Norwegian IT employment marketplaces are struggling to find qualified software engineers. Even, despite the world financial crisis, Norwegian companies kept hiring some students that did not even yet complete their Master degrees in software engineering. The computer Science student’s enrolment in higher Education has been quite inconsistent and quite low compared to need of employment sectors. There are many reasons for the lack of interest in pursuing education within the engineering field [2]. Several research studies highlight that many students have negative or positive stereotypes about engineers (e.g. engineers are nerds or have to be genius), or have no clear pictures of what engineers tasks are [3].

One another recurrent reason that is often invoked in the lack of interest to undertake software engineering education is due mainly to the perceived difficulties of this type of
study [3]. In addition, many students have issues connecting the theory learnt in class with the practical use of it, thus creating a dislike in programming.

Therefore, there is a stringent need to promote the software education and to motivate the students to take programming classes. Practical exercises and case studies are recognized to be a good approaches foster learning capability. For example, lab experiments have played an important role in the curriculum for engineering students.

It is well recognized that lab experiment contribute to facilitate the learning and this even more valid for programming skill. Our project aims at investigating how learning to program a mobile robot will enhance the learning of programming skill. The entertainment part keep the students focusing on programming for example the move of the robots.

Traditional labs exercises are done in a laboratory within the premises of the college or university and will often require a lot of preparation from the teacher. In addition, the cost of the equipment and the set up can be quite high. Therefore, in our study we intend to use the concept of remote laboratories allowing remote execution of lab experiment.

This paper discusses how college and university could introduce a certain level of innovative approach in the way teaching and learning processes are performed. We intend to investigate how programming remotely a mobile robot can foster the learning capability in programming of students.

A prototype named REPOR (Remote Educational Programming Of Robots) has been developed. An assessment of the usage of the remote programming system amongst students has been performed. The data collection is based on both qualitative and quantitative approaches.

The next section, presents the concept of remote lab, a brief state of Art is reviewed. The section three presents the prototype that has been developed. The section four outlines the results of the conducted assessment. Finally, section five provides some concluding remarks.

II. REMOTE LAB

Traditional labs require traditional lab equipment that can either be expensive or quickly outdated. Due to budget constraints, Higher Education has limited amount of equipment and therefore students might have to share the experiments or wait their turn. Access to this lab is as well quite limited and requires the presence of a teacher. Therefore, the number of experiments in educational students is quite often decreasing, thus creating a less interest from students in the engineering field. In our research study, we intend to use a remote Lab as a means to overcome the issues stated above. A remote lab is a laboratory that can be accessed and managed from a remote location [4]. The lab includes physical components that are considered as resources. The monitoring of the experiment of the Lab is done through a Web-Camera. Thus, the students can visualize in real-time the status of the experiment. If the experiment is batched type, video stream is recorded and can be viewed when the experiment is finished. The main interest of Remote lab relies on the fact that it can be shared amongst several users, provided that the management software can handle the scheduling. This allows an extremely important feature for the overall systems as it can be considered as a Learning Management System (LMS) supporting access anytime, anywhere to the students with the right access [5].

In our project, we have decided to use robots as it has been recognized by the educational body that they can play a strong role in the fostering learning capability. Usage of Robots and robotics involves several technical fields ranging from mathematics, Physics, electronic to software engineering. Robots and robotics have been used in engineering education as a motivating factor to teach students various
Programming skill is important in the robotics field; therefore students are required to learn if they want to play with robots. Han and Gao stated in their study that 64% of the students reported that they learnt to program by performing robotics exercises [7]. This is a good indicator that robotics can serve as a good medium for learning programming.

Robots provide combined features of learning while playing. Game based Learning has proved to be a useful tool to educate students [8-10].

The last decade, increasing number of solutions have emerged such as CYBERLAB [11], Virtual Laboratory in Mechatronics: Access to Remote and Virtual eLearning (MARVEL) [12], LABNET [13], NetLab [14], iLab [15] and so forth. The review of these solutions indicates that most of them were intended for one specific scenario: meaning without the possibility to reuse some of the developed components. In order to develop our prototype REPOR, we decide to choose an open solution iLAB from MIT. The iLab architecture consists of multiple services that are interconnected by a service broker, the iLab service broker.

The user-side scheduling service (USS) handles the users side of the scheduling. The lab-side scheduling service (LSS) handles the lab aspects of the scheduling. The experiment storage service (ESS) handles the storage of experiment data. And last the experiment service handles the end point for access to experiments.

### III. REPOR Architecture

The project is unfolded in two subprojects. One part concerns the realization of the construction of the robot itself. Adequate physical components needed to be selected and assembled. For the purpose of the simplicity of the test, we have used the Lego NXT. The second Bugster is still under construction by the students. The NXT robot can be modified to run Java and is easily adapted to the system through use of the template system.

leJOS is a replacement firmware for the NXT Lego mindstorms robots. The robots are based on a Java stack, with extensive robotics API. The robotics API contains navigation, servo control, simple artificial intelligence and a lot more.
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The second part of the project concerns the software application that will manage the access and the control of the robots. The robot use is meant to be shared by several students based in different locations. Therefore, remote access functions are important requirements. Hence, students have the possibility to schedule a time slot for robot use. Another requirement for the overall system is that it should be easy and provide good interoperability amongst various platforms. Based on technical and users requirements, a general architecture pictured in figure 3 has been delineated.

![Different layers of the system](image)
The architecture encompasses 6 layer models. At the top is the user Layer containing different user’s roles such students, teachers and administrator.

The presentations layer contains all the visual components which the users can interact with. For reusing purpose and avoiding re-programming everything from the scratch, we used the web interface of iLab and the lab client interface.

The business layer holds most of the business logic in the system such as management of the system, work stored in database and so forth.

The communications layer defines all of the different communication protocols that the system will use. The web interface uses HTTPS to securely communicate with the user. We used the communication provided by iLab such SOAP messages.

The data layer encompasses data dependent components needing access to a database to store persistent data.

Finally, the robot layer concerns the building of the user software. The robot layer contains user software, robot templates, monitoring component and so forth.

The robot environment is pictured in figure 4.

![Fig. 4](image)

The various platform used in this project are based on Microsoft. The prototype is up and running and has been tested. The components have been individually tested. The overall system went as well thought a carefully testing phase.

**IV. REPORT EVALUATION**

After the test of the prototype, the next step was the evaluation of the use of the remote lab REPOR by students of Buskerud College University. Although, it is still ongoing research work, it is important to conduct this assessment in order to either implement new functionalities or to improve the existing ones. For example, it is crucial that the User Interface is sufficiently intuitive and suitable for this kind of remote Lab. In order to investigate how the students were using the programming environment and to detect any issues, we adopted two approaches.

Qualitative methods’ based on observation of students while using the system, followed by interviews. This approach proved to be useful to gather important information such as the facility to use the environment, the behavior of the student, the way he was programming the movement of the robot, and so forth.

Quantitative method based on the design of questionnaire that we submit to several students that have already tested the remote Lab system to learn how to program via the remote programming of a mobile robot. In this survey, we gathered information about the perception of the usability of the REPOR system in improving their programming skill. Questions were as well related to the interest of these remote programming verse traditional lectures in programming. It was important as well to evaluate the level of satisfaction of students in using the REPOR system. The questionnaire encompasses 10 close questions to 30 students. The students were selected from third and fifth year engineering students.

The analysis of the collected data indicates that most of the students did like the idea of using remote Lab for learning to program. They highlight that the fact to use the system while being outside the school was as well beneficial. The REPOR system encourages them to do extra effort to understand why they program did not work in some cases. The linkage between their program code and the moves of the robot help them to understand better some of the programming functions in Java. However, due to the limited functions of the current
prototype, there were some minors bugs that hamper the use test of the overall system by the students. Overall the students were quite positive wit this experiment.

The assessment presents some limitations such as low number of students testing the systems and the need to further develop the REPOR system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a prototype of a remote Lab. The educational environment is composed of mobile robots in a lab of the College University, Web camera, and software management accessible via internet.

REPOR is based on iLab that is suitable for reuse, and can be easily adapted to specific requirements and to support additional technologies. For example, we have added full support for interactive applets.

The students can program remotely the moves of the robots via a web Brower. Access to the systems is regulated. By using the user interface, the students can test their programming skill by seeing the direct implication of their program code in the move of the robots. This is still an ongoing research project and is under further development. The prototype has been evaluated and the first results are encouraging. Analysis if the collected data conclude that using a remote lab programming in order to learn to program is particularly welcomed by the students. As a motivational tool, the students put more efforts in learning the programming which is subject considered to be less appealing.

The positive attitudes of the students toward the overall environment and the results of students lead us to believe that providing an alternative approach to learn programming such as playing while learning could probably influence the students to choose more easily engineering field.

This prototype is still under development and therefore, based on the preliminary assessment, we aim at improving the user interface and developing further technical functions. These features include for i.e multiple users, means of real-time communication or cooperation between the teacher and the students. Collaborative communication tools e.g. chat, video could be integrated in to the lab framework, and in the lab clients; thus, enhancing the learning capability by sharing insights and experiences.

The learning capability based on constructivism learning should be further investigated.
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